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or page with the function, then works vertically downward to create 
the table of values and list the x-values. This is followed by a return to 
the top of the table of values to fill in the y-value for each x-value. Some 
of the calculations for this are being performed in the bottom right of 
the board. The teacher then moves to the top-middle of the board to 
start drawing the y-axis, and so on. When this process is complete, the 
resultant static images are the dead notes (see Figure 11.1) in which 
neither the chronological nor spatial sequencing is evident.

Figure 11.1 Teacher-generated notes.

Setting aside for the moment the fact that 
this scenario represents a situation in 
which the teacher, rather than the students, 
is the one doing all the thinking, the other 
problem is that the more than half of the 
students who are not keeping up with the 
teacher are left to copy dead notes. This 
is not like copying a sentence written on 
the board where they can read it, make 
sense of it, and write it out. Copying an 
image without the benefit of chronological 
and spatial sequencing requires students 
to look repeatedly between the board and their page to get all of 
the details of, for example, the table of values, the axes, the plotted 
ordered pairs, and the graph into the correct place. This continual 
effort to track, write, and keep up with the teacher’s thinking requires 
a huge amount of cognitive effort, which causes students to fall 
further behind—to the point where they just stop listening and trying 
to make sense of what they are writing.
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